
2024 National Awards 
Program

Call for nominations for team and 
organizational awards

The nomination deadline for the team and 
organizational awards is February 1, 2024. 

• 3M Health Care Innovation Team Awards
• Award of Excellence in Mental Health and

Addictions Quality Improvement
• Energy and Environmental Stewardship Award
• Excellence in Inclusion, Diversity, Equity &

Accessibility (IDEA) Award
• Excellence in Patient Experience Award
• Excellence in Patient Safety Award
• Recognition of Excellence in Delivering

Value-based Healthcare

Award recipients will be recognized during the 
College’s Honouring Health Leadership event on 
June 2, 2024 in Halifax, NS.

MAKE A NOMINATION

CCHL CEO Reflections: 
Caring for people who care 
for people 
As many of you know, I typically write a summary of 
the key takeaways from our conferences to share 
with all of you. In the case of the recent Canada 
West Health Leaders Conference (CWHLC) held in 
Victoria, British Colombia on October 25 and 26, 
most of this work has been done for me.
READ MORE

CCHL CEO Reflections:
2023 in Review 
As 2023 was winding down, when people asked me 
how I was doing, I typically answered that I was 
doing better than perhaps earlier in the year. The 
year was a bit manic if I’m being honest, with many 
ups and downs. However, I think our organization 
today has a better sense of momentum and clarity of 
purpose going into 2024. If you think back on it, we 
spent most of the year wondering if the pandemic 
was over and what the new normal, or what I called 
“the other side” was going to look like. READ MORE

The CCHL Highlights is a quarterly update showcasing upcoming events and the latest College news for our 
partners and peer associations. We encourage you to share the notable content to your respective platforms, 
newsletters, and communities when a communications kit is available to download for our main events. 

CCHL
Highlights

8:00 AM – 5:00 PM EDT 
CCHL National
Conference 2024

2 - 4
JUN

7:00 PM – 8:00 PM ET 
LEADS Leadership 
Foundations Program: 
Spring Evening Cohort

6
MAR

12:00 PM – 1:30 PM EST 
Fellowship Knowledge
Translation Webinar21

FEB

12:00 PM – 1:00 PM EST
Measuring Impact and
ROI in Leadership 
Development in Healthcare

31
JAN

UPCOMING DATES
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Membership Benefits - DEVELOP YOUR STRATEGY
Through our exclusive network of public-sector health leaders, gain invaluable insight at a Health Professionals’ Roundtable for Strategy (HPRS™) session 
customized to your specific business proposition/issues. HPRS™ panel meetings provide health care leaders a platform to express their views and opinions 
based on their expertise and experiences in the health sector.

CCHL awards Fellowships to Edward Mantler, FCCHL and 
Paul Young, FCCHL
On behalf of the Canadian College of Health Leaders and its Board of 
Directors, we would like to congratulate Edward Mantler, FCCHL and Paul 
Young, FCCHL on attaining Fellowship status in the College. READ MORE

Lindsay Brookes shares her inspirational healthcare 
journey fostering a passion for helping others
Lindsay Brookes wanted to create a positive impact by assisting others, 
starting from her elementary school years. Lindsay’s healthcare interests 
began with leading a weekly soccer program for young individuals with 
disabilities, a testament to their enduring dedication. READ MORE

Membership

HMF Call for Abstracts

Models of care
Healthcare Management Forum is planning a special edition on models of care 
for May 2025. Authors are invited to submit a 200-word abstract to 
lwilson@cchl-ccls.ca by March 27, 2024. Abstracts should include a short 
overview of the proposed manuscript, the intended audience, and key 
messages for readers. Full articles due for peer review by September 1, 2024. 
READ MORE

Ethics in healthcare leadership
Healthcare Management Forum is planning a special edition on ethics in 
healthcare leadership for July 2025. Authors are invited to submit a 200-word 
abstract to lwilson@cchl-ccls.ca by April 19, 2024. Abstracts should include a 
short overview of the proposed manuscript, the intended audience, and key 
messages for readers. Full articles due for peer review by January 15, 2025. 
READ MORE

Measuring Impact and ROI in Leadership 
Development in Healthcare - Winter 2024
The ability to connect the dots and show bottom-line accountability while 
maintaining quality and efficiencies is essential in healthcare. To meet this 
challenge, healthcare organizations must be more efficient (cost), more 
effective (better outcomes) and provide better satisfaction. This includes 
investment in clinical services innovation as well as programming to support 
and develop health human resources, including leadership development. 

Starts January 31, 2023. READ MORE

CCHL National Conference 2024
Save the Date: June 2-4, 2024. The College is pleased to present the National 
Conference to be held on June 2-4, 2024 in Halifax, NS. This conference will 
present an opportunity for a unified and compelling experience of world-class 
leadership development, mentorship, thoughtful discussions, and more in an 
atmosphere of celebration, support, and community. The College’s National 
Conference will feature larger concurrent sessions, engaging and inventive 
plenary sessions, expanded networking spaces and times, and opportunities 
for collective learning. The conference will highlight the five domains from the 
LEADS in a Caring Environment Capability Framework throughout our 
programming. READ MORE

• CCHL Announces Changes to the National Awards
Program

• St. Joseph’s Health Care London and CCHL Agree to
New Three-Year Strategic Alliance

• Partnering with Events for Change: Improving
Sustainability and Equity at CCHL Conferences

• Inspire Nursing: A LEADS-based Leadership Program

Headlines

Edward Mantler, FCCHL Paul Young, FCCHL
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